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Foreword
Information and Communication Technologies have opened up uncommon

opportunities in rural areas for improving the quality of both the natural
environment and human wellbeing. The experience of MSSRF in villages in
Pondicherry with support from the International DevelopmentResearch Centre
(IDRC) and Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) has shown
that rural women and men take to new ICT technologies withease and confidence
provided the pedagogic methodologyis learning by doing and the contents are
dynamicand location-specific.Bridging the digital divide not only helps to bridge
the richpoordivide in knowledgeand skill empowerment,butalso helps to bridge
gender divide by enhancing the self-esteem and self-confidence of women. ICTs
will be most meaningfulto rural families if generic information is converted into
a location-specific one. If properly designed, ICTs can help to reach the unreached
in terms of knowle4ge and skill empowerment and help to convert the vast
scientific know-how now availableinto field level do-how.
Encouraged by the sense of ownership of rural knowledge centres demonstrated
bylocalwomen and men, MSSRF, Tata Trusts and IDRC have launcheda National

Virtual Academy for Food Security and Rural Prosperity. The Fellows of this
Academy are rural women and men who have not only developed computer
skills but alsoa spirit of innovationin contentcreationand connectivity expansion.

To discuss the experience gainedduringthe last 6 years in taking ICTs to resource
poor rural families, a Policy makers Workshop was held at MSSRF on 8 & 9
October 2003, with generous support from IDRC and CIDA. The present
publication contains the proceedings of this workshop. We are indebted to Dr
Madanmohan Rao both for preparing this report and also for his guidance and
suggestionsat various stages in the organisationof the workshop.
I am grateful to Dr Richard Fuchs, Director, Information and Communication
Technologies, IDRC, for his active participationand guidance and to Dr Renald

Lafond of IDRC for valuable suggestions. I am also grateful to Mr S
Senthilkumaran, Prof. Subbiah Arunachalam and their colleagues in the
Informatics Centre of MSSRF for their dedication to harnessing the best in
information science for improving the quality of life of rural poor. I hope this
publication will help to spread confidence in the value of ICT in achieving both
human development goals and accelerated economic advancement.

M S Swaminathan
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Overview
In many emerging economies like India, a bulk of the population lives in rural areas,
which lie on the other side of the proverbial digital divide. With mixed success rates,

many experiments to bring the fruits of ICTs to rural areas have been launched over
the past decades, especially in the Internet era. With the ICT revolution as a driver and
WSIS as a backdrop, a workshop was held in India to bring together a wide range of
stakeholdersfor deliberation and direction on ICT-enabled development.
The policy recommendations which have emergedfrom the workshop covera spectrum
of issues ranging from self-help groups and domestic software to virtual academies
and alliance strategies. Informative lessons and analytic frameworks regarding ICTenabled developmentalso emerged.
This documentsummarisesthe workshopoutput, captures key themesof the discussion,

presents the results of a participants survey on ICT-enableddevelopment, provides
suggestionsfor future policy makers workshops, and identifies key recommendations
for policy makers in India and at WSIS.
The documentwill bevaluablefor allstakeholdersinvolvedinICT-enabled development
activities, rangingfrom the privatesectorandNGOsto governmentagenciesand donors.
While the discussionis largely on developmentsin India (due to requirementsof focus

and constraintsofbudget), some of the key lessonswill be applicableto other emerging
economies as well.

Workshop objectives
Over 70 development activists, academics, policy makers, public sector officials and
private sectorrepresentativesgathered in Chennai in October 2003 to discuss four key
sets of questions:
What are the dynamics of rural knowledge centres?
How can their scope and scale be amplified?
What partnerships can be formed with the private sector?
How can policy makers help enhance the ICT4D agenda?
These issueswere deliberatedin panel discussions spread over two days (seeAppendix
A), coveringtopicslike local needs assessment, local content, financial models,emerging

and appropriate ICTs, gender challenges, government services and the grassroots,
cultural and political obstacles, cross-mediastrategies, knowledge centre experiences,
inclusion of marginalisedcommunities and policy recommendations.
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Workshop documentation and research
Speaker presentations were distributed to participants in print form and on CD; the
CD also contained video clips about the M.S. Swaminathan Research Foundation's
rural knowledge centre projects. A bound collection of 22 research papers was also
circulated (see Appendix B), covering topics like the UN's Millenium Development
Goals, ICT and poverty reduction, overview of ICTs in India, book reviews, CIDA's
knowledgefor developmentprogram, gender equality in ICT4D, ICT decision making
in developingcountries,rural connectivity in India, rural knowledgecentrecase studies
in Pondicherry, and the Asia-Pacific WSIS declaration.
A 14-item questionnaireon ICT4D was circulated to all participants (by email before
the workshop, and on thefirst day oftheworkshop itself). The responsescontainvaluable
insights on ICT4D and have been summarised in Appendix C.
At the end of each day, the three rapporteurs exchanged notes and assessed the day's
deliberations. Some of the key highlights are encapsulated in Appendix D (Day One)
and Appendix E (Day Two).

A smaller group of participants convened at the end of Day One to more specifically
discuss ICT4D recommendations for Indian policy makers; these are captured in
Appendix C. Based on overall workshop discussions and external research, the
rapporteurs and organisershave alsocompiledabroader list ofICT4Drecommendations
for policy makers to be circulated at WSIS; these are listed in Appendix H.
Outcome
In additionto networkingamongparticipantsand floatingproject/publication/research
ideas, three key outcomes of the workshop are as follows:

- A4-pagepolicy brief consisting of ICT4Drecommendationsto

policy makers gathered

at the first World Summit on the InformationSociety (WSIS) in Genevain December
2004.

- A 4-pagepolicy brief consisting of ICT4Drecommendationsto policy makers in India.
- A 40-pageconference paper (this document) capturing the essence of the
workshop
proceedings, discussions and recommendations

A feedback form was circulated to all workshop attendees towards the end of Day
Two; the workshop seems to have met its objectives, and interest was expressed to see
further workshops on the issue of ICT4D policymaking as well as roadshows of the
workshop to other parts of India (see Appendix F).

Theme 1: Dynamics of rural
knowledge centres
At a crucial juncture in human history, when the benefits of revolutionary new
technologies seem within the grasp of urban and rural communities, caremustbe taken
by policy makers to accommodate the needs and aspirations of the neediest and
marginalisedcommunities within the unfolding of the knowledge age. Policy makers
should pay special attention to leveragingthe fullbenefitsofICTs for rural communities
in conjunction with existing developmentimperatives.
As the reach of the Internet and wireless communicationtechnologies continues to
expand at unprecedented rates around the world, concerns are growing about ways
and means of bringingrural communities intothe fold as well. A number of approaches
have emerged,such as building bridges via globally-dispersed online communities, or
via locally-based community networks. The experience gained through the M S
SwaminathanResearch Foundation's Information Village Research Project has shown
that people and their context should drive development programming rather than
technology.

Mina Swaminathan, RichardFuchs,MSSwaminathanandM Velayutham atthe openingsession
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RichardFuchs explaininga point toArun and V Balaji

Can the Internet be usefulfor rural and remoteareas of developingcountries,especially
the poverty-stricken regions? Caninteractive technologies fitintothe fabric of sustainable
community development via social entrepreneurship? Can a virtuous cycle of
appropriate technology, local knowledge capacities, and revitalization of rural
communities be stimulated? Is it possible to interleave government information
distribution along with participatory local governance in an equitable manner? Are
there models for leveraginglocalized technology platformsfor preserving indigenous
knowledge and harnessing social capital?
A useful framework for analysing and assessing ICTs is the "8 Cs" framework (Rao,
Madanmohan, 2003: "The Asia-Pacific Internet Handbook," Tata McGraw-Hill),
consisting of parameters which begin with the letter C): connectivity, content,
community, commerce, culture,capacity, cooperationand capital. In other words, rural
knowledge centres are not just about connectivity to the Internet, but about content
that is accessible, the communities that congregate online and offline, the embedded
and emerging cultural attitudes, the commercial and other motives behind such
activities, an attitude of cooperation and lifelong learning, and a capacity for creating
and governing such informationspaces (see Table 1).
The discussions on rural knowledgecentres at the Chennai workshop can be assessed
along these dimensions.

Policy MakersWorkshop

_______________________

Table 1. The "8 Cs" of ICTs in rural communities
Parameter

Attributes

Connectivity

How affordable and widespread are ICTs (e.g. PCs, Internet access,
software, community radio) for the rural citizen? What technologies are
emerging and appropriate (e.g. wireless)?

Content

Is there useful content (local and global) for rural citizensto use in their

daily lives? Can rural citizens access and create relevant content? Does
the content meet the educational, health, business and other needs of the
local communities?
Community

Are thereonline/offlineforums where rural citizenscan discuss ICTs,
community radio, applications and related issues of concern? Will decision
makers take part in such forums?

Commerce

Is there infrastructure (tech, legal) for e-commerce for citizens, businesses

and government?How much commerce is transacted electronically? What
hybrid means of fulfilling transactions can be leveraged for Government to

Citizen (G2C), Business to Citizen (B2C) and Business to Business (B2B)
commerce?
Capacity

Do rural citizens and organisations have the human resources capacity
(technical, managerial, policy, legal) to effectively harness digital tools for
dailyuse? Is there adequate organisational capacity as well? Can content
and community activities be converted into knowledge assets?

Culture

Is there a forward-looking, open, progressive culture at the level of

policy makers, businesses, educators, citizens and the media in opening up
rural access to ICTs and harnessingthem? Or is there nervousness,phobia
and lethargy about ICT impacts?
Cooperation

Is there adequate cooperation between citizens, businesses, academics,

NGOs and policy makersto create a favourable climatefor using ICTs in
rural areas? Can this cooperation be extended to policy initiativesat the
national level?
Capital

Are there enough financial resourcesto invest in ICT4D in rural areas?
What kinds of business and operational models exist for financiers? What
kind of financial and social returns can be expected from rural ICT4D
investments? What kind of knowledge goods and capital can emerge from
rural ICT4D initiatives?

Source: Adapted from Rao 2003 (http:llwww.itu.1ntlosg/spu/visions/Conference/index.html)
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1. Connectivity
Key challenges arise in bringing down the costs of PCs, community radio, ham radio,
Internet access and digital peripheral devices (e.g. Webcams, LCD projectors,
touchscreen devices) within the reach of rural communities. High import duties and
obstacles to deploying used computers are hindering efforts to increase access to ICTs.
Many multinational ICT companies have expressed keenness to learn from grassroots
organisations. For example, before setting up an R&D unit in Bangalore, focused on
innovation for emerging economies, Hewlett-Packard sent two managers to MSSRF
headquarters and several rural knowledge centres in Pondicherry. More recently, a
team of four executives from Ericsson visited MSSRF and the knowledge centres to
gain an insight into designing low-cost devices that would meet the needs of poor
people.

EmergingICTs like wireless media can play an important role here, e.g. WiFi, roaming
GSM networks, VSATs, WLL, Worldspace, ISRO. At the same time, efforts should be
made to overlap governmentinitiatives on the ICT infrastructurefront — infrastructure
should not be wastefully duplicated. Government departments (telecom, education,
agriculture)should talk to one another to synergiseICT and content initiativesfor rural
areas. Open source platforms and tools should be actively embraced.
Care shouldbetaken to avoid the "IT first" or "IT only" traps, and connectivity initiatives
should be coupled with content and services. In designing connectivity infrastructure
and services, adequate attention needs to be paid to back-end integration of processes
and tools, and not just pretty front-ends.
Creativitywill be needed in devising a range of user-friendlyICTtools for village users,
including community radio (e.g. cable audio, handhelds), individual info-kiosks, and
networked PCs. Solutionslike solar energy can be used to address problems related to
lack of electricity.

A range of models will be needed to bring the benefitsof ICTs to rural areas: individual
user models (one PC per user or family), telecentre models (shared access of up to a
dozen computers for each village), and Rural InformationServices Commons (RISC —
based on large-scale aggregatedinfrastructurein areas where 100 villages can access it).
This will require a very serious focus on and commitment to high-quality ICT
infrastructure by governments and private sector players. Policy considerations will
have to include multiplier effects of this infrastructure for the whole economy.
Notable initiativesto learn from in this regard include Drishtee, Gyandoot, e-choupal,
cybercafes and the MSSRFrural knowledgecentres. The telecentre proliferationshould
mirror the spontaneous, bottom-up explosion of the cable TV phenomenon in India.

Policy Makers Workshop
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RichardFuchsgreetsM Velayutham, ExcutiveDirector, MSSRF

2. Content
Needs assessmentof informationand knowledgerequirementsand aspirations in rural
communities should be at the heart of any rural ICT4D initiative. Needs assessment
needs to done repeatedly throughout the evolutionof the ICT4D projectand not just at
the time prior to launch.
Issues related to design of the user interface, information architecture, language of
presentation and communication of the information via alternative media (e.g.
communityradio) should occupy a key position. Rural users should be allowed to not
just access but create content as well. Digitisation of crucial content (e.g. government
services) should occupy priority. Portal templates for content and services can be
successfully leveraged, but proper evaluationoftheseportals and their usabilityis called
for.

Urgent measures are called for to standardise the representation of Indian language
fonts and keyboards, otherwise islands of local content will proliferate and lead to
difficulties in adoption and integration.Content createdfor rural users should be geared
at providing answers to typical and pressing problems, and not just delivered as an
information hose. Content should also be dynamically updated where relevant,
otherwise static and unchanging content will be perceived as useless and outdated.
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The information ecology and knowledge dynamics of rural communities needs to be

carefully analysed (connecting labs, lands and people). Knowledge management,
generationandpropagationmodels shouldbe actively studied to help ruralcommunities
move from the informationlayer to knowledge. Steps should be taken to ensure quality
and integrity of locally generated content (e.g. via validation).
In terms of educational content, child-centric rural animation and multimedia games
can play a useful role in easing early fears about ICTs, but care should be taken to avoid
excessive obsession with idle gaming and entertainment.
Numerous examplesexist of informationservicessuccessfully delivered to a variety of
communities: agricultural (e.g. sugarcane growth patterns, soil health, vermiculture,
horticultural crops, crop rotation, gap between paddy rows, afforestation, rainfall
patterns, pest calendars), fishing (e.g. weather patterns) and livestock (veterinary
information).

In states like Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh, government information
serviceshave been successfully delivered via information kiosks and the Internet, e.g.
encumberance certificate for sale of properties, High Court cause lists, passport
registration and land records. Other notable categories of local content include local
audio programs, community newspapers, village yellow pages.
One World International and MSSRF have carried out experiments in
setting up an
Open Knowledge Network (OKN) using World Space Radio (AfriStar). Subsequently,
One World Internationalhas carried out one more pilot in Africa. OKN has tested the
provitionof online informationon governmentschemes for Dalits. MSSRF'sInformation
Village Research Project routinely deliverscontentfor farmersand fishermenin a timely
manner via multiple media (including loudspeakers). The importance of presenting
content in local languages for rural users cannot be overstated. ICTs can
play a
role
for
rural
women
with
health
potentially significant
content regarding
providing
sexual health information,particularly in conservativecommunities.
Communitynewspapersfill a gap in mainstreammedia,which can alsobe too expensive
for daily consumptionby villagers.Othercross-mediasynergieswhich can be exploited
include commercial TV and radio channels.
The Honey Bee network has documented grassroots technologies in eight languages.
Awards have been given to notable innovators, and support has been received from
the NationalInnovationFoundation.The Aravind Eye Hospital is leveragingrural ICTs

in its efforts to create a "cataract-free zone" by distributing healthcare content and
enablingvideoconferencing withdoctors. The Watershed Technology and Management
Institute has helped agriculturalists develop water topology maps and watershed
planning tools.

PolicyMakers Workshop
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Community radio can increase the richness of local content via jingles, skits, quizzes,
light music and special programmes focusing on gender issues. Creative examplesof
"radio browsing" have emerged in locations like Kothmale, Sri Lanka. Ham radio can
play an important role in circulating information during times of crisis. Challenges
remain in removing restrictive laws which ban community radio in India.
3. Community
Needs assessment of ICT4D should segment offered services accordingto the needs of
the various rural communities, and prioritise them accordingly. The local communities
shouldbe made the implementersand managersof the projects duringand after launch.
The local communityis the most important partner for sustainabilityof rural knowledge
centres. Community involved in local micro-credit schemes is an important requisite
for success.
Local forums are needed to air out the concerns and issues faced by rural communities
on the ICT4D front, and to tackle possible political obstacles that may arise. Online
forumsplay an important role in networking local communities with key professionals
like healthcare workers. National online forums can take these discussions and best
practices to communities of interest across the country, and global forums can facilitate
valuable south-south exchanges. This workshop itself has been a successful forum for
communities of practice in ICT4D.

Senthil talkingto Atanu Deyas SatishJha pulls out his laptop
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Communitiesof ham radio operators have successfully spread the word during times
of crisis. Community radio can also help foster a sense of empowerment and
participatorydemocracy in local communities, as in the case of Namma Dhwani near
Bangalore. Exampleslike the Aravind Eye Hospital patient-doctorcommunities, IndiaCII list, OneWorld and InfoDev are other notable case studies. The MSSRF conducts
successful south-south exchangeworkshops on ICT4D.
4. Commerce
Rural knowledgecentres have served as local hubs of commerceand business activities
in multipleways:disseminatinginformationabout priceof agriculturalproduce, locating
markets for sale of products, healthcare information,online marketingand cataloguing
of local products, accessing business news, selling downloaded government forms, and
e-commerce. Related activities include charging for email and Web access, photocopy
services, printing exam results, computer classes, desktop publishing and other media
services (e.g. renting audio/video tapes).
Community radio projects (e.g. Namma Dhwani) have successfully used radio to
disseminateinformationon local weekly markets. Oddanchatrammarket.comhas even
helped export drumsticks to the Middle East. The Azim Premji Foundation's Young
India Fellow program provides infokioskoperators withone third of kiosk revenues as
salary.
Experiments seemto indicatethat rural communitiesare willing to pay for information
services if they see the value and impact of the services, thus opening up the possibility
of small revenue streams.

Questions to answer for ICT4D NGOs and policy makers include identifyingthe right
threshold of population to sustain a rural infocentre, and the kinds of services that
villagersare willing to pay for (e.g. land registration forms, entertainment).
About 10% of the informationcentersin rural areas of North East India (set up by NIC)
are reportedly earningdecentrevenuesas a result of such commercial activities. Drishtee
hasobservedthat settingup 5-6 kiosksa month in rural areas is a viablepace of growth.
ITC's e-Choupal is also a notable model for e-commerce, but it seems to be focused

more on supporting the company's internal business model rather than the full range
of village informationneeds.
Due to poor infrastructure of payment and online trust, hybrid models of payment
(e.g. pre-paid accounts,cash on delivery) may be necessary to facilitate e-commerce in
rural areas.

Policy MakersWorkshop
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AshishSen ina pensive mood;Atanu Dey and SatishI/ia in conversation

Whilefinancialsustainabilityof telecentres is an important issue, it is important to note
that social sustainabilityis even more important for rural communities.
5. Capacity
In addition to accessand content,rural ICT4Dinitiativesmust focus on human resources
capacity-buildingin village communities on multiple fronts: technology, management,
strategy, user research, businessmodels,security, digitalpublishing,informationservices
design, metrics, project management,content management,creativity,and community
dynamics. Depth-oriented capacities (e.g. research, knowledge frontiers) and breadthoriented capacities (e.g. scaling up infrastructure)need to be developed in tandem.
Many rural information centres have successfully trained rural citizens in computer
skills. For instance, the MSSRF rural knowledge centre in Pondicherry has provided
computer training for 450 villagers. Youth are especially adept at picking up computer
skills.

For rural information centres to migrate up the value chain and become knowledge
centres, significantcapacities will need to be built up in knowledge validation, peer
review, authentication, quality and responsibility.
Self-help groups (as with the MSSRFcentres) play a key role in bootstrappingskills and

expertise via peer reinforcement and intermediation. Private sector and academic
support in mentoring and collaboration are also called for.
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It is important for ICT4D activists to develop capacities in metrics frameworks and
assessmentmethodologies to evaluatethe performanceand growth of rural knowledge
centres. This includes qualitative and quantitative metrics.
6. Culture

A forward-looking, open, progressiveculture is needed at the level of policy makers,
businesses, educators, citizens and the media in opening up rural access to ICTs and
harnessing them. This can call for innovativestrategiesand persistent efforts in change
management.
ICTs carry with them an associated culture with significant departure from previous
technology trends,and it isimportant to developnew holistic perspectivestounderstand
how to leverage ICTs. Care shouldbetaken to avoida "techonly" or "quickfix"approach
to ICT4D; development considerations and long-term goals should be accorded first

priority.

Cultural change needs to be fostered among teachers and educators who may be
apprehensive that computers may replace their role in the classroom; they should be
encouragedto integrate ICTsas supplemental, exploratory and complementaryto their
educational activities.

Stakeholders in ICT4D tend to come from different backgrounds: technology, civil
society, academia,governmentand the private sector. Eachof these tend to have strong
cultures of their own, which need to be aligned and synergised for full effect. Forprofit-privateand for-public-good cultures need to be balanced as well.
Culturalvalueslike socialresponsibility, accountability, transparencyand altruismneed
to be promoted among JCT4D stakeholders. A culture of decision-makingbased on
field research, evidence and long-term social gains should be sustained, rather than
short-termpersonality-drivenprojects. It is important to have a culture of sensitivityas
well towards the concerns and plight of the most marginalised communities so that
they are also includedin the fruits of progress, rather than addressing only the concerns
of more privileged communities.
7. Cooperation

It is almostimpossiblefor any singlesectortotake on theentiregamut of ICT4Dactivities:
cooperation is therefore needed between citizens, businesses, academics, NGOs and
policy makers to create a favourable climate for using ICTs in rural areas.
The ability to partner and form alliances should be built into most ICT4D initiatives.
This skill is so important that an entire section of this report is devoted to alliancing.
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MSSRFpartnered with One WorldInternationalto createthe Open KnowledgeNetwork

in conjunction with World Space Radio (AfriStar). It shares experiences with its

counterparts in other parts of the world via South-South exchanges and workshops.
Inputs have also been received from Harvard Universityand Accenture.
Voices and MYRADA have cooperated to bring community radio to rural Karnataka
via the Namma Dhwani project. The Aravind Eye Hospital has been an invaluable
partner in bringing healthcarebenefits via telemedicineto rural communities of Tamil
Nadu. Tulip IT Services has partnered with the government of Kerala in creating an
Internet backbone network extending across the state, called Project Akshaya. The
Azim Premji Foundationhas tied up with the Rotary Club to give certificates to award
winners in computer classes.

Governmentagencies (e.g. NationalInformatics Centre) have helped kindle interest in
informationkiosk operationsin stateslike TamilNadu, Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka
via governmentinformationserviceswhich can be blended with other offerings. NIC's
local portal solutionshave also been used in rural ICTinitiativesby Voices.
UNDP, UNESCO, IDRC and CIDA have promoted cooperation and best practices
exchange between their various ICT4D ventures. The Farm Radio Network for
developingcountriesis another notable initiative in this regard.

Rama Hariharan and DC Misra listeningintently
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MS Swaminathan greets LiseKriel andZenda Ofir

8. Capital
One of the key challenges to ICT4D has been lack of significant investment. There is
also a paucity of research on working models, business plans, sustainability strategies
and return on investment on village information centre models. Policy makers have
tended to invest more in basic social needs rather than ICT4D initiatives, failing to
make the connection between the two. Finding low costICTsand shared access models
will continue to be a key concern for many in the ICT4D movement.
IDRC has funded numerous telecentre initiatives in developing countries like India.
UNDP has funded village infokiosks projects in Uttaranachal.

In India, NABARD and SBI have made notable commitments to ICT4D. This includes
microcredit innovation, Kisan credit card, institutional development,and rural
infrastructureprojects. It has funded e-governmentprojects in Himachal Pradesh and
bankingschemes for ICTenabled servicesin villages. It hasalso linked self-help groups
to financingschemes. There are reportedlyone millionself-help groups in India, mostly
run by women (90 per cent).
SBI has commercialised 80 rural informationkiosksin Tamil Nadu. Its technology partner

is n-Logue Communications. Sustainability has been enabled via revenues from
promotion of entertainment services at kiosks.

Policy MakersWorkshop
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Financial sustainability of village infocentres needs to be supported via models like
auxiliary sources of revenue for kiosk operators via e-commerce, informationsales and
training services. oddanchatrammarket.comand the Premji Foundation's Young India
Fellow program are good example in this regard. Local informationdissemination can
be supported via sales of local villagenewspapers; some fortnightlypublications have
already being launched by MSSRF and the Tamil Nadu Women's Corporation.

Volunteers can be roped in to bootstrap telecentre initiatives, but challengescan arise
in ensuring their continued and sustainablecommitmentin the long term.
Aggregatedinfrastructuremodels like Rural InfrastructuralServices Commons (RISC),
targeting clustersof 100 villages, may be able to help align the offerings and servicesof
a number of private and public sector players ranging from entertainment and retail to
education and government information.
Indian government agencies are required to spend 3 per cent of their budget on ICTs,
but this funding should be used to go beyond mere computerisation to full-fledged
citizen services online. Archaic and restrictive government laws on import duties for
ICTs should be done away with, to promote diffusion of ICTs and their cascading
ripple-effects.
Mechanisms to promote and coordinate donations for ICT4D should be encouraged;
the NRI communityis a promisingtarget in this regard, and could be approached via
innovativeschemes like "adopt a rural knowledgecentre."
Detailed approachesare alsocalledforin developing and monitoringappropriatemetrics,
dealt with in greater depth in the next section of this report.
Based on this discussionalong the "8 Cs" parametersframework,useful lessons can be
gleaned for amplifying the scope and scale of rural knowledge centres via strategic

alliances. Important recommendations can also be drawn for policy makers at the
national and global level, and are covered in the next two sections of this report.

Theme 2: Amplifying scope and scale
of rural knowledge centres
Numerous initiatives have been launched in India on the community telecentre front:
Gyandoot, Drishtee, the MSSRF rural knowledge centre, and others. They vary in
geographical reach, intensity of usage, range of servicesoffered,business models, and
supporting alliances. Challenges of various kinds have been faced and in some cases
surmounted: financial sustainability, buy-in by key stakeholders, acceptance by rural
communities, and user-sensitive design.

Success of a rural networking initiative depends on how far it progresses down the
stages of IT and information diffusion: initiation, adoption, adaptation, acceptance,
routinisation,and infusion.

There are multiple stages in the maturation path of a rural telecentre, ranging from
basiccomputer services to full-fledged knowledge-based activities, as indicatedin Table
2. Each requires a certain commitment in terms of material costs, human resource
support, enabling alliances and policy environment.

A session in progress
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Table 2. Growthpath and evolution of an online knowledge centre
Phase

Characteristics

Basic

Basic computer access, surfing Net, downloading forms

Interactive

Email, customisation of forms

Publishing

Creating Web pages, sites, Intranet, CD-ROMs

Transactive

E-commerce,job creation, marketing

Knowledge-enabled

Digesting/localising knowledge assets, creating local
knowledge assets

Integrative

ICTs + radio + traditional media

Knowledge-capitalising

Leveraging intellectual capital

Globalising

Exporting model/IP to otherparts ofthe world

Transformative

Radical restructuring of rural economy, networks

for financial returns, gain

Dependingonthe local context, tariffstructures of telecom services, and human resource
pools, each state or region will need to commitvarying levels of investment to launch
and sustain such rural knowledgecentres.
Care must be taken to build in appropriate metrics for monitoring and assessing the
growth, impactand performanceofsuch rural knowledgecentres. Whilemuch attention
hastended to focuson financial sustainability, social sustainabilityshould be put on an
equal footing. The aim of rural knowledge centres should be to benefit not just the
better-offsegments of society but also the underprivileged.
Such metrics should fall into five categories: technology, process, knowledge, people
and economics. Taken together, they capture the full range of infrastructure and social
dynamics of a village information centre. Examplesof these parameters are indicated

in Table 3.

Measurementsof these parametersshould be taken on a regular basis in order to assess
progress and impacts of the infocentres and take corrective action where necessary.
From a methodology perspective, the parameters involve a mix of qualitative and
quantitative analysis. A sample range of these parameters,including semi-quantitative
parameters, is indicated in Table 4.
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Table 3. Knowledge centre metrics
Scope of knowledge
centre metrics

Sample parameters

Technology/infrastructure
metrics

Numberof machines, bandwidth, number of registered users,

Process metrics

Quickeraccess to information (e.g.market prices, healthcare),faster
responsetimes to queries, fewer steps to get information (e.g. land

frequencyof usage, hoursofoperation, daysof operation, multimedia
nature of content (text/audio/video)

records), key emergency services rendered, removal ofexploitative
middlemen,improved service quality in specific verticals (e.g.
telemedicine)
Knowledge metrics

Numberof ideas/innovationsentered, rateof innovation, partnerships
with knowledge institutions, information conversion into knowledge,
localisation

People metrics

of external knowledge, patents filed

Feeling of empowerment, sense of pride, feeling of ownership,
satisfaction with reward/recognition, gender balance, pro-poor
impacts, number ofvolunteers, intensity ofinvolvement ofvolunteers

Economic metrics

Revenues generated, number of jobs created/filled, new companies

created, new products made, new servicesoffered,volumeof exports

Table 4. Quantitative and qualitative metrics
Nature of metrics

Sample parameters

Quantitative

Reduced clerical work, lessduplicationof documents, reduced
administrative costs, less paper flow, reduced telecom costs

Semi-quantitative

Qualitative

- Productivity (e.g. reduced training time, speedier information access)
- Satisfaction (e.g. improved morale, mood)
- Knowledge assets (e.g. usage of portal, reuse of best practices)
Better innovation, reduced knowledge hoarding, empowered citizens;
stories, anecdotes
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In terms of education-oriented village infocentres, initiatives of the Azim Premji
Foundation have followed a maturation path starting off with basic computer
education, followed by multilingual courseware supplementing classroom education,
and leading on to multimedia animations and games with increasing student
involvement.

V Link System experiments linking sugarcane farmers have progressed from basic
information services to live chats via Webcams about cane cutting and disease
prevention.
Community media projects (e.g. Namma Dhwani) have also evolved from basic

transmission of educational and agricultural information to more interactive,
participatory and activism-oriented radio programming.
One of the aims of a program of metrics is to move towards evidence-based decision
making on villageICTs, and not be tied to the idiosyncracies and whims ofpersonalitydriven ICT projects.
Two models with potential to scale up to larger regions across a state include the huband-spokesmodel and aggregatedRIESC model. Elements of scale can be reinforcedby
widespread micro-credit schemes; elements of depth can be enhanced by greater focus
on a research agenda. Support for depth and scale from country-levelinstitutions like

the National Innovation Foundation can connect and amplify the knowledge
componentsof rural innovations,as in the case of the HoneyBee Network.
The choice of economic model and game theory underpinnings of village information
centre initiativesplay an important role in acceptance and proliferationof ICT-enabled
developmentmodels.As withthe GreenRevolution, experimentswith the MSSRF rural
knowledge centres seem to indicate that a pro-poorpro-women approach to ICT4D
can help spur greater awareness and aceeptance of the power of this bottom approach
in the target constituencies as well as better-offcommunities.

Theme 3: Alliance strategies
Alliances are crucial for amplifyingthe scope and scale of village information centers.
"Lab-to-land"researchand academic linkages help improve synergybetween scientists

and agricultural workers. Partnerships between government agencies and village

telecentres help improve the quality and relevance of information services for rural
communities. Involvement of the private sector can help increase the scale of these
initiatives across entire states. Investments by donors and cross-border partnerships
can extend the scope of these best practices to entire nations and regions of the world.
Two NGOs, MYRADA and Voices, have successfully teamed up for community radio
initiativesin Bodhikote. The Honey Bee Network and National Innovation Foundation
have formedan alliance for documenting,harnessing and propagating rualinnovations.
Alliances with NIC have helped Voices offer "village portal" solutions to rural
communities in Bodhikote via the eNRICH platform.

In a spectacularly successful alliance, Aravind Eye Hospital has tied up with rural
knowledgecentres to promote its goal of a "cataract-free zone" in parts of Pondicherry
and rural Tamil Nadu.

At a state-wide level, Project Akshaya has brought together a state player (the Kerala
government)and private sectorplayer (Tulip IT services) to create an Internet backbone
network for the state, which can be used as a platform to launch a number of
infostructure initiatives.
Models like RISC involve high-order alliances and major investmentsby infrastructure
players ranging from utilities and telecom to retail and IT.
Financial institutionswhichplay a key partnering and nurturing role forrural knowledge
centres include NABARD (e.g. c-government services in Himachal Pradesh) and SBI
(e.g. rural information kiosks in Tamil Nadu).

Partnerships on a more internationalscale can be struck with players like Worldspace
and OneWorld International. Internationaldonors like IDRC and CIDA have supported
partnering relationshipsbetween village infocentreplayers in Asia and other parts of
the world.
Key success factorsfor such alliances include: clear identification of objectives, alignment
of objectives of players, measurable goals and roadmaps, ownership of tasks, clear
delineation ofroles, successful changemanagement,regular dialogueand demonstrated
abilitytomovebeyondmereplaruiing to effectiveexecution.

Theme 4: Recommendations for policy
makers
Recommendations for policy makers in general (in India and abroad) include a focus
on locallyrelevantcontent,communitymedia,gender inclusion,financial sustainability,
job-led economic growth, and political commitment.

The situation in India seems particularlypoignant in light of neglect of local language
standardisation,unnecessarilyrestrictiveenvironments for importing of ICTs, lack of
ICT4D priorities by government parties and general neglect of the poor and rural
communities (unlike other developing countries like China). A wake-up call is
desperatelyneeded to put ICT4D (especially for the vast majority of India's population
which resides in rural communities) in the centre of national planning agenda.
AppendixGlists recommendations for policymakers inIndia, andAppendix H captures
the key recommendations for policy makers at an internationallevel, to be circulated at
WSIS in Geneva.

These policy recommendations for government are one set of outcomes from this
workshop. Other recommendationscan also be drawn up for NGOs and foundations
in Indiawho are lookingat this issue,and have funds for such projects but no experience

in ICT-based projects.

Frank Tulus,Senthil and SMMehta
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Manas Bhattacha,yasharing ajoke with K G Rajamohanand V Balaji

It was also suggested that this workshop should be taken as a roadshow to other

parts
of the country which really need to learn from south India's experience. Desire was
also expressed to have prepared materials like a "knowledge centre manual" — what
does it take to set one up, what are problems that may arise,how to justify investments,
and related issues.

Amitava Banerjeeand Harsha Sinvhal with Manikandanand Rajasekarapandyin the background
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Appendix A

Workshop agenda

Rural knowledgecentres: HarnessingLocal Knowledgevia Interactive Media
Policy Makers Workshop: October 8-9, 2003

______ _______
Typeof

lime

DAY ONE
Title
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session

Welcome

9-9:10

Dr M Velayutham, Executive Director,

Address

MSSRF

Inaugural
Address

9:10-9:25

Special
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Mr Richard Fuchs, Director, ICT4D, IDRC
Gender mainstreaming

Address

fMs

Presidential 9:35-10:05

Mina Swaminathan, MSSRF

Prof. M

S

Swaminathan, Chairman,MSSRF

Address

Orientation 10:05-10:15

Workshop documentation, Dr Madanmohan Rao, Chief Rapporteur
process
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Brief round of

introduction1
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10:35-11:35
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Dr Jyothi Pathak, Gyandoot
Dr K Balasubramanian,Director, JRD
operating infocentres:
Fee-based services, online Ecotechnology Centre, MSSRF
Dr Atanu Dey, Netcore
marketing, and more

Local needs assessment for Dr K Krishnan Kutty, Frontier Life sciences
ICT enabled development Dr V Balaji, ICRISAT

Tata

LUNCH

________
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14:15-15:15 Emerging and appropriate Mr J Shankar, Azim Premji Foundation
ICTs for rural development Mr Suchit Nanda, Nanda Netcom Pvt. Ltd
Mr C Senthilnathan,V Link System
Mr D C Misra/Mrs Rama Hariharan, NIC

Panel

15:15-16:15

Grassroots participation:
Government services and
local decision-making

Dr V K Dharmadhikari, e-Rural,
Department of Information Technology
Mr A Mohan, National Informatics Centre
Dr Zenda Ofir, Evalnet, South Africa
Dr V Prithiviraj, IT Directorate, Pondicherry
—
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COFFEE BREAK
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R Rajasekarapandy, MSSRF

LUNCH BREAK

Dr K Radhakrishnan,Director INCOIS
Mr P Vivekanandan, SEVA, Madurai

Panel

14:00-15:00 Vertical case studies:
Agricultural, coastal and
mountain communities

Panel

Ms Gitanjali Sah, Habitat Learning
15:00-16:00 Inclusion of marginalized
I India Habitat Centre
communities: Tribals,
Dr Tamizholi, MSSRF
women and slum children

Centre,

COFFEE BREAK
Panel

16:30-17:30 The road ahead: Strategies
for private-public
partnerships

Dr Ilango, Aravind Eye Hospital
Dr Bhushan Ambadkar, Watershed
Technology and Management Institute,
Col N C Gupta, Tulip IT Services
Mr Frank Tulus, IDRC

Dr Basheerhamad Shadrach,
Oneworld South Asia
Wrap-up
session

1 7:30-1 8:00

The Road Ahead: Proposals Mr Satish Jha, Digital Partners, New Delhi
Feedback from participants

Closing remarks

Prof. Subbiah Arunachalam, MSSRF
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Appendix B

Table of contents of research/resource
materials
1. Harnessing the power of information and communications
technology for
sustainable partnerships - "Seizing the extraordinary opportunities of the digital
revolution is one of the most pressing challenges we face." by Kofi Annan
2. Creating the instruments for a knowledge revolution in rural India, by M.S.
Swaminathan — The Hindu, Sunday, July 20, 2003
3. ICTs and rural development: Review of the literature, current interventions and
opportunities for action, by Robert Chapman and Tom Slaymaker

4. ICTs, the Internet, development and poverty reduction, by R.
Spence, IDRC 02/04/03
5. ICTs in India: Global opportunities, local challenges, by Madanmohan Rao in

Digital Review of Asia Pacific

digital divide: Innovative strategies for community, infrastructure
and content, by Madanmohan Rao, Madhyam, Vol. 18, No.02, 2003.

6. Overcoming the

7. Information and communication technologies (ICTs)

Richard Gerster and Sonja Zimmermann

for poverty reduction? by

8. CIDALIs strategy on knowledge for development through information and

communication technologies
9. Louder Voices - Strengthening developing country particiption in international ICT
decision-making - A study by the Commonwealth Tetecommunications Organisation
and Panos, London
10. Connecting rural
11.

India towards prosperity, by Ashok Jhunjhunwala

Toward a knowledge system for sustainable food security - The information
village
experiment in Pondicherry, by V. Balaji, K. G. Rajamohan, R. Rajasekara Pandy, and
S. Senthilkumaran, On The Internet

12. Expanding the rural knowledge centres in Pondicherry, by S. Senthilkumaran and
Subbiah Arunachalam, Regional Development Dialogue, Vol. 23, No. 2, Autumn
2002
13. Information Technology Project of DHAN Foundation

14. Role of telecommunication on health for the rural people, by K. llango

3/

PolicyMakersWorkshop
1 5.

1

The Tokyo declaration - the Asia-Pacific perspective to the WSIS - World Summit
on the Information Society (WSIS) Asia-Pacific Regional Conference

6, Akshaya - Bridging the digital divide campaign, Kerala

17. Information technology policy of Government of Tamil Nadu
18. Note from V.K. Dharmadhikari, Department of Information Technology,
Government of India
19. National ICT policies and gender equality regional perspective: Asia by Chat

Ramilo
20. Community informatics: Enabling communities with information and
communications technologies by Michael Gurstein, 2000, Idea Group Publishing
(www.idea-group.com), London, 596 pages. Review by Madanmohan Rao
21. Bridging the digital divide: Gyandoot — The model for community networks, by
Rajesh Rajora, 2002, Tata McGraw-Hill, New Delhi, 319 pages. Review by
Madanmohan Rao
22. IndiaLls communication revolution: From bullock carts to cyber marts, by Arvind
Singhal and Everett Rogers, 2001, Sage Publications, New Delhi, 297 pages.
Review by Madanmohan Rao

/I
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Appendix C

Summary of participant inputs to
questionnaire on ICT4D
Questionnaire: Rural Development and the Role of ICTs
[Circulated by email to all participants prior to the workshop, and also distributed at
the opening of the workshop. Collected and condensed at the end of Day One]

How can we enlarge the use of ICTs in rural and remote areas, especially in hunger
and poverty hot spots?
Provide informationservicestargeted to the needs of the poor, distance learning, treat
ICT on par with other infrastructures,integrate with other media (e.g. radio), increase
awareness of ICT benefits, harness new media (e.g. wireless),sustainable community
ownership, couple literacy with ICT literacy, use the cooperativesocieties model, pull
in the private sector, focus on ICT in agriculture, localisation of ICT, local champions
and social innovators, seek NRI investment (each NRI should adopt one village!),
commitment,integrate ICTwith rural knowledgecentres ("informationecology"), low
cost ICTs, set national policy goals, participatory approaches
What role can community-ownedknowledge centres play in sustainable community
development and social entrepreneur-ship?
Redefining reach and exposure of rural people, strengthen rural civic networks,
knowledge sharing dissemination, learning services, stimulate entrepreneurship,
revitalisation/rejuvenation, self-employment, catalytic role, value-added services,
stimulating local industries (e.g. tofu in China), providing government information
services, build human capital, harnessing volunteerism, providing affordable
communication (e.g. email),bridge digitaldivide,senseof ownershipand pride, spurring
ICT skills, improving market intelligence, securing health, children's education,
stabilisationof community

/

How do we bridge the digital divide in gender terms?
Encourage female self-help groups to manage the telecentres, share the knowledge
which local women possess, putting women's agenda as a top priority, long term
commitmentto the issue, computer literacy programs for girls, empowerment,create
critical mass, involve women in decision-making and management,let them own/run
knowledge centres, promote entrepreneurship among women, document the divide,
promotewomen volunteersin knowledgecentres, training programs,address incontext

of all divides
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How do we leverage localised technology platforms for preserving indigenous
knowledge and local culture?

Using ICTs in an appropriate manner (eg knowledge centres), mobilising knowledge,
developandbuild on local content,link variousknowledgecentres together,have proper
documentation and quality processes, capture best practices, encourage grassroots
innovation, formal KM, file patents, codification methods, capacity building, tap local
expertsand trainers,developmarketstrategies,financial compensation,revenuemodels,
local portals, promote sharing behaviours, global competitivity, create new economic
sectors

What are the top three contributions you think ICTs can make on the development
front?
Reduce private/public transaction costs, provide realtime informationfor citizensand
policy makers,foster diversification inthe economy, respond to environmentalindicators,
harnessearlywarning indicators,increase productivity,participationin global economy,

education, e-government, better health information, increase all-round awareness/
innovation, breaking barriers,more efficiency in organizations,scientific R&D, improve
social networking, convergence, less gender bias, increase volume of information
exposure,
What are the three main myths and hype you have come across of ICT4D?
ICT can solve any problem, ICTs can function automatically,ICTs are always cheaper,
ICT can eradicatepoverty easily, ICTsare only for early adopters, ICTs are static, mere
access to ICTs is enough, just log in for solutions,ICTs are not for ifliterate people, you
need formal education to use ICTs, ICT benefits will be found quickly, ICT dynamicsin
developing countries will be the same as in developed countries, ICT will make you
rich quickly, villagersdo not need ICTs, install PCs and content will follow

What are the fivepolicy recommendationsyou would make on ICT4D at the national
level? State level? Donor level?
Remove restrictive policies (e.g. on spatial data, customs), promote sustainable
applications, involve communities in running services, promote infrastructurewithout
duplication, share success stories with other developing nations, create infocentres,
promote social entrepreneurship, standardisationof government information systems,
leverage power grid,actively involvewomen, link national agencies, create ICT systems
for social security numbers, promote e-government, regulatory authority should be
autonomous,boost hardware sector, ICT literacyin all schools, promote Open Source,
open up radio, promote pro-poor ICT4D initiatives

PolicyMakersWorkshop
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Identify five promising avenues of cooperation between the private sector and public
sector on ICT4D.

Content/knowledgeexchange, ISPs, fund NGOs, tech support groups, capacity
utilisation, tech transfer, cooperative dialogue, e-government project cooperation,
companies should donate a percentage of their profits for ICT4D, WiFi for poorer
communities, WSIS, jointly running rural knowledge centres, farmer education,
infrastructure, ICT literacy programs, RISC.
How can we stimulate a cycle at the virtual level of appropriate technology, local
knowledge capacities, and revitalization of rural communities?
Agricultureextensionprograms in virtual universitycourses, blendknowledgecapacity
building with ICTs, proactivelyinvolve donors, use tools like eNRICH, start withsmall
niches and then expand after self-confidence has been built, scaleup local best practices
at knowledgecentres, networking of peer groups and volunteers,begin with pro-poor
policies, nurture hilib-spoke relationships,engage the global community
How can we integrate government information distribution with participatory local
governance in an equitable manner?
Scale up NIC's efforts, focus on relevant services, promote right to information,create
user-friendlyservices, promote "socialistic ICTs"like kiosks,couplegovernmentservice

delivery with village centres, make government officials go through a change
management program, cooperation between panchayats, mandate government
opennessin info servicesdelivery,use mixed media models
What are the three best practices you have come across of ICT4D

in rural areas?

Ruralareas: Wireless, GIS-basedprecisionfarming,satelliteimaging,kiosks,e-chaupals,
focus on womeninICT4D channels, encouragecommunity-basedICTadoption,support
innovatorsin poor communities, self-help groups in telecentres, community radio, land
recordsonline,MSSRFrural knowledgecentres, Bhoomi, WLL, SEVA, UNDPRajasthan
project, farmer programs on All India Radio, Grameen Phone, Gyandoot, Drishtee.
Urban areas: BPO, call centres, wireless
What are the three promising trends you see on the technology front for ICT4D (e.g.
wireless)?
Cheaper computing devices, cheaper access, VoIP, GSM, GPRS, GIS, PDAs, WiFi,
Internet through/along power lines, new ICT4D models emerging in developing
countries, satellite,Internet access via celiphones, convergence,local content in India
in local languages, DTH, touch screen, open standards for VSAT, cable Internet, better
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power cells for handphones/handcomputers, speech-to-text and text-to-speech
What are the three unique contributions that India can make on the ICT4D front?
ICT4D innovation for rural/poor communities, diverse/multilingual content,
policy
advice/models to other developing countries, human capital in ICT4D, indigenous
knowledgesystems, needs assessment models for rural areas, open source software, 3

bandwidth, bottomline — low wages),rural telephony models, green
technologies, people's power via TCT4D, hi-tech apps for low-tech people, ICT4D KM
Bs (brains,

applications
What are the three unique contributions your organisation has made on the ICT4D
front?
e-services software development, online information services in fishing zones,
requirementscompilation softwarein villages,social entrepreneurship forums (local/
global), info-kiosks, rural exchanges, database of local innovations, e-learning, e-post,
user-friendlysystem with local language interface, low cost connectivity in villages,
information sharing via HAM radio, videconferencing, IT courses for girls, watershed
software, online monitoring systems, mixed media models, funding, compiling best
practices, policy analysis.

Prithiviraj, Radhakrishnan and GitanjaliShahlisteningto Palanithurai
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Appendix F

Participants' evaluation
A feedbackform wascirculatedto participantsand collected at the end of the workshop.
It included numerical ratings as well as provision for open-ended comments. The
numerical scores on the feedback forms seem to indicate that the participants were
satisfied with the contents, process and outcome of the workshop.
Panel

Average rating

Opening addresses

5.96

Local needs assessment

5.36

Financial models

5.08

Emergingand appropriate ICTs

5.24

Government services

4.72

Local content

5.36

A day in the life of a rural knowledge centre

5.92

Political/cultural/financial obstacles

4.96

Cross-media strategies

5.24

Vertical case studies

5.24

Marginalised communities

4.92

Closing panel

5.28

[Rating scaleof 1 to 7, where 1 = verypoor,2 = poor, 3 = not satisfactory,
4 = average, 5 = satisfactory, 6 = good, 7 = very good]

More specific comments made by the participants
1. A survey could be conducted prior to the workshop, assessing villagers' opinions of
the knowledge centres (e.g. benefits realised,problems with usage, suggestionsfor
better services, gender issues, youth/children/handicapped user issues, frequently
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used info). This survey could be summarisedand handed out during the workshop
(as with the case of the questionnairehanded out to workshop attendees).
2. For attendees not familiar with ICTs, the first session should have explained what a
knowledge centre is, what is the infrastructure,what are the wireless options, how

much does it cost, what is the operational model/manual, Web site/Intranet
architecture, etc.

3. Some participantsexpressedthe desire to learnabout and participate in future events

possibleafter this one (e.g. another policy makers workshop next year).
4. More coverageis needed of political conflicts in village centres and how to handle

them.
5. This workshop should be taken as a roadshow to other parts of the country which
really need to learn from south India's experience. Some foundations have said they
would be very happy to fund the costs of bringing speakers to other states. They
would like, however, to have material like a "knowledge centre manual" — what

does it take to set one up, what are problems that may arise, how to justify
investments, etc.

6. An exchangeprogram should bring together villagersinvolved in such experiments

across India, instead of just the NGO organisers/management.

7. The policy recommendations for government are one possible outcome from this

workshop. There should also be a set of recommendations for other NGOs and
foundationsin India who are lookingat this issue, and have funds for such projects

but no experience in ICT-based projects.

H K Verma, Naresh GuptaandAshish Sen - All attention
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Recommendations for policy makers
in India
1. Regional priorities: The North East region was identified as a priority area for

launchinga science and technology based povertyeradicationprogrammeusing
ICT in a significant way.

2. Information, knowledge and skill empowerment of self-help groups (SHGs):

The microcredit supported microenterpriserevolution triggered by SHGs has
provided hope that a new deal can be extended to the self-employed. For SHGs
to become sustainable SHGs, it is essentialthat forward linkages with markets
and backward linkageswithresearchinstitutionsand data managementcentres
are established. ICT has a major role in sustainingand extending this self-help
revolution.

3.

Every village a knowledgecentre: There is a need for developinga master plan
coupled with a businessplan for extending the benefitsof ICT to all the 600,000

villages in India by 2007, which marks the 60th anniversary of our
independence.The masterplan should help to link technology-knowledge-rural
women and men in a symbioticmanner. The investment needs will have to be
estimatedand business plans prepared. A NationalAlliance for ICTfor Poverty
Eradication may be established for launching the Every Village a Knowledge
Centre movement. Such an alliance should include the private sector,
cooperatives, NGOs, R&D institutions, women's associations, mass media and
appropriate government agencies.

4. Domestic softwaredevelopmentand application: Learningfrom past experience

in rural areas, there is a need for increasingIndia's competitiveness in domestic
softwareapplications. Governmentprojects mainly provide static information.
What is needed by rural families is dynamic information relating to weather,
markets, health and other day-to-day information needs.

5. Community radio: Along with the internet, cable TV, local vernacular press
and the All India Radio, community radio stations and ham radio will be of
immense help in communicating up-to-date information to those who will
benefit from them, as for example, fishermen in catamarans in the ocean.
Governmentof India should liberalise policies for the operation of community
and ham radio stations. This will help to confer the benefits of the knowledge
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age to everywoman and man in a village. Reachingthe unreached and including
the excluded will be possibleonly through an integrated ICT system.
6. Technology upgradation in villages: NABARDhas been operatinga programme

in Himachal Pradesh with support from the Rural InfrastructureDevelopment
Fund (RIDF). This programmehas helped to promote both e-governanceand ecommerce. There is a similar initiative in Uttaranchal with the help of ITT,
Roorkee. Scope for using RIDF in other States shouldbe explored. This will help
to convert the concept of every village a knowledge centre into reality.

7. Content creation: The usefulness of a computer-aided knowledge centre in

villages will be directl proportional to the social, ecological and economic
significance of the static and dynamic information being provided. Hence, a
consortium of content providers will have to be developed for each agroecological zone. Leading industries could participate actively in such a
knowledgeand skill empowermentrevolutionby adoptingspecific villages where
they could provide, in addition to monetary support, marketing and
managementinformation. There is need for a regionallydifferentiatedapproach
to content creation. Both environmental audit and gender audit should be
integrated in the procedures for monitoring and evaluation.

that rural women, whether
literate or semi-literate, are able to take to new technologies like fish to water. It
is therefore important that women managers and operators are trained in large
numbers. There is also a gender dimension to the information needed. For

8. Women and ICT: The availableexperience indicates

example, quite often women require specific health information. Therefore, the
participationofwomenbothas managersandusers of ICT should receivespecific
attention. Also, a gender audit procedure should be built into the final ICT

programmes.
9. Participatory knowledge system: E-governance is invariably a passive system

of information empowerment. There is need for promoting participatory
methodologies of content creationand knowledge management.The approach
to rural women and men should be one of partnership and not patronage. In
the field of agriculture,a Farmer Participatory KnowledgeSystem (FPKS)could
replace the existing beneficiary and patronage approach to knowledge
dissemination.The informationshouldbe demand driven and shouldbe relevant
in terms of time and space.
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10. Sustainability and replicability— Role of Panchayati Raj institutions: Unless the
local communities have a sense of ownership of the knowledge management
centres, it will be difficultto sustain them. It is only a user driven and managed

system that will be replicable and capable of developing a self-propelling
momentum. Women's groups should be fully involved it the management and
also enabled to operate distance education courses. The programme should be
people oriented and notjust project-centred. Affordable methods of cost sharing
should be introduced in consultationwith local communities. Sustainabilityand
replicabilityshould be the bottomlinein the developmentof the NationalAction
Plan for the "every village a knowledge centre" movement. In this context
Panchayati Raj institutions, in which one-third of the members are women,
could provide the needed space for the locationof the rural knowledge centre.
The Gram Sabha and the Gram Panchayatscouldbothplay a keyrole in ensuring
that the knowledge centres become instruments for triggering a prosperity
revolution based on gender and social equity.

11. Promotingjob-ledeconomic growth: Increasing ruralunemploymentis resulting
in the unplanned expansion of urban slums. There is need for more on-farm
and non-farm employmentopportunitiesin villages. This will be possibleonly

if there is diversification of farming systems and value addition to primary

products through improved post-harvest technology. Training should be with
reference to market-drivenskills. Small scale industries and Khadi and village
industries should receive particular attention from the point of view of the
upgradation of both technology and marketing skills. There is also need for
synergy between the private sector and public and cooperative sectors in
promoting more avenues for skilled jobs in villages.
12. Servicing and maintenance: Servicing facilities at the local level should be
improved through appropriate training and capacity building measures. This
will alsoprovideadditionalemployment opportunitiesfor rural youthinvillages.
13. Wake up call: In a country of over 1 billion, there are hardly about 5 million
computers.75-80% of thesecomputersare used inoffices.Hardly 20% is available
for usein development.Therefore, there is no time to relax on the ICTfront. We
will be left far behind China and other South and Southeast Asian countriesif
we do not launch a National ICT for Economic Prosperity and Employment
Programme.The penetrationlevel will then increase. Thereis also need to review

the customs duty procedures, which are mostly obsolete and obstructive.
Needlesslyinelastic rules shouldbe dispensedwith. Donationsofnewcomputers
to NGOsworking in rural and backward areas should be encouraged. Branding
of projects should also be facilitated.
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14. Virtual Academy for Food Security and RuralProsperity:The Virtual Academy

approach coupled with a hub and spokes model of the kind spearheaded by
MSSRF is ideal for rural India. The Virtual Academy can help to mobilise the
power of partnership and establish beneficial linkages with national challenge
programmeslike drought management. MSSRF VirtualAcademycould develop
linkages with other organisations devoted to the knowledge and skill
empowermentof the rural poorin differentparts ofthe countryso that itbecomes
a National Academy supporting the "every village a knowledge centre"
programme. There is need for standardisation of local language websites and
also names in Indian languages.Disseminationof informationshould be in the
local language.

15 Political commitment,public action and investmentpriorities: A Sub-Committee
for E-Governance has been set up by the NationalDevelopmentCouncil under
the leadership of the Deputy Prime Minister. The recommendations of this
workshop could be forwarded to both the Deputy Prime Minister and the
Minister for Information and Technology for appropriate action.

M V V Saryanarayana, Senthilnathan, Vidya Ramachandranand Ilango
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Appendix H

Recommendations for policy makers
atWSIS
Policy makers should pay special attention to leveraging the full benefits of ICTs for
rural communities in conjunctionwith existing developmentimperatives. At a crucial
juncture in human history, when the benefits of revolutionarynew technologies seem
within the grasp of urban and rural communities, care must be taken by policy makers
to accommodate the needsand aspirationsofthe neediestand marginalisedcommunities
within the unfolding of the knowledge age. The following recommendationsconstitute
a modest step in this regard.

1. Infrastructure
Developing nations should pursue near-universal and affordable access strategies via lowcost devices,
open source or sharewaresoftware platforms,reasonabletariff levels,and level playing fields between
telecom and datacomoperators. Associated infrastructure — like reliable sourcesof electricity —
shouldalso be ensured. Where necessary, accessdiscountsand taxbreaksshould be givenon a
priority basis to needy sectors like education and healthcare. Shared access models should be
activelypursued for ruralcommunities, via cybercafes, kiosksand ruraltelecentres. Newaccess
methods like V0IP and wireless(WLL, WLAN) have tremendous potential especially for remote
areas or denseurban clusters and should be activelyexplored.

2. Content and Online Services
Access should be promotedto global content via the Net as well as generation and promotion of
locallyrelevantcontentin local languages. This includes local language tools, digital libraries, elearning, archives of local cultural resources, and needs assessment of rural communities.
Government agencies need to play a biggerrole as onlinecontentproviders by publishing citizen
information for rural communities on the Web and promoting online services for applications like
downloading andsubmitting tax forms, landrecords, import/export documents and pension claims.
Standardisation of fonts and keyboards by privatesector and governmentagenciesis an urgent
priority.

3. Groundingin Community
ICT4D policyinitiatives should have a strong grounding in local communities of villages. Online and
offline forums should be promoted for communities of interest and communities of practice to
exchange knowledge on harnessing and creating ICTs in the rural context. Exposure to similar
ICT4D initiativesin other rural communities can enable benchmarking and sharing of expertise.
Many developing countries have extensive diasporacommunities, which should be tapped as a
source of ideas, development partnerships and capital for rural ICT4D.
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4. Commerce
Legal infrastructure to nurture and promote e-cornmerce and rn-commerce must be
spelit out, taking into considerationsthe special constraints and circumstancesof rural
communities. Online services (e.g. e-government) should be designed with a mix of free
and fee-based servicesso as to ensurecommercial sustainabilityofrural ICT4Dinitiatives

in the long run. As major consumers of ICT products and services, governments in
developingcountriescan also lead by way of example in the use of ICT, implementing
best organisationalpractices and spurring local markets in rural areas.
5. ProgressiveAttitudestowards Change
A culture of change, knowledge and lifelong learning should be encouraged by rural
communities and the government agencies serving them, along with an openness to a
wide spectrum of ideas in the knowledge age. Policymakers should have the wisdom,
conviction and commitment to change when and where necessary. Efficiency and
innovationshould becomethe hallmarksof nationalculture. Cultures of merit, analysis,
professionalism and evidence-based decision-making shouldbe embraced in rural ICT4D
initiatives. Commitmentto mainstreamingof gender parity issuesshould beincorporated
at all levels.
6. Human Resources
Measuresshould be implementedto increase ICT literacy in rural areas; private sector
training instituteswill play a major role here.Technical, managerialand design capacity
should be built up in the adoption of ICT for rural communities, creation and
maintenanceof secure ICTinfrastructure,and scaling up of rural ICT initiatives across
dimensionsof depthand breadth. Capacities should be built up not just in adoption of
ICTs in rural areas, but in creativity with regard to devising new applications, R&D
focusareas,and harvestingof local knowledge. Self-help groups and volunteerinitiatives
should be actively harnessed in this regard.
7. Alliancing
Stakeholders in private, educational, government, donor and multilateralsectors must

pro-actively form partnerships to ensure ethical and economic use of ICTs in rural
communities. Multi-actor alliances targeting rural ICT4D initiatives should be
encouraged and nurtured.
8. Investment

Creating funding options for rural ICT4D initiatives should be explored, including
venture capital, corporate foundations, donor grants, and revenue-sharing based on
projected use. Special financing should be set aside for ICT initiatives involving
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marginalised communities, the disabled, refugees, migrant populations and youth.
Financial sustainabilityof such rural infocentres should be a key focus, but not at the
cost of social sustainability.
9. Regulatory Environment
The optimum regulatory environment for the proliferation of successful rural ICT4D
initiativesincludes removal of restrictiveimport dutjes on ICTs, promotion of wireless
communication channels, opening up of community media like radio, free flow of

content, and funds for near-universal access to infrastructure and services in rural
areas.

10. Alignment with Millenium Development Goals
The desired targets enshrined in the Millenium Development Goals should be
correspondinglyincorporated in the form of relevant and appropriate metrics in the
design of rural ICT4D initiatives. A clear focus on quantitative and qualitative metrics
at the macro and micro level, for urban and rural communities should be incorporated
at the level of traditional and new media initiatives.
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Reaching the Unreached:
Empowering the Rural Poor through

Improved Access to Information
The Information Village Research Project of MSSRF won the
Stockholm Challenge Award for 2001 under the GLOBAL
VILLAGE category. Here is what the jury said about the project:

"Project Information Village Research is an outstanding

embodimentof the spirit of the Stockholm Challenge to promote
inclusion through the use of information and communication
technologies. Today, thanks to InformationVillage Research, ten
villages near Pondicherry, India, are linked with computers,
providing informationon such aspects as health, crops,weather,
and fishingconditions. Thesenew technology tools are bridging
the economic and social divide between the haves and have nots.
Theyare empoweringeveryone withknowledgeandopportunity
by an inclusiveuse of local languages and a multimedia format
that allows all to participate. Because of this project, some
traditional barriers have fallen. For example, a temple that
formerly excluded low-caste people now opens its doors to
everyoneso they may usecomputers.This project is a wonderful
example of the benefits of IT, and of the power of information
and opportunity."
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About the Foundation

MS Swaniinathan ResearchFoundation (MSSRF)isa non-profit
Trust registered in 1988. The basic mandate of MSSRF is to
impart a pro-nature, pro-poor and pro-women orientation to
job-led economic growth in rural areas and to harness science
and technologyfor environmentallysustainable and socially
equitable development.
MSSRFis doing researchin CoastalSystems, Biodiversity and

Biotechnology, Ecotechnology and Sustainable Agriculture,
Reachingthe Unreached,and ICT-enabled Development.The

Foundation operates through the following pathways to
agricultural and rural development: conservation and
enhancement of naturalresources, promotion of sustainable
livelihoods, gender equity, voicing the voiceless, and
information and skill empowerment.
The Foundation is known for its emphasis on bottom-up

participatory approach, which places people before
technology. Through the Hindu Media Resource Centre the
Foundation promotes public understanding of science.
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